Scaling of sensorimotor delays in terrestrial mammals
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Whether an animal is trying to escape from a predator, avoid a fall or perform a more mundane task, the effectiveness of its sensory feedback is constrained by sensorimotor delays. Here, we combine electrophysiological experiments, systematic reviews of the literature and biophysical models to determine how delays associated with the fastest locomotor reflex scale with size in terrestrial mammals. Nerve conduction delay is one contributor, and increases strongly with animal size. Sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays also contribute, and we approximate each as a constant value independent of animal size. Muscle’s electromechanical and force generation delays increase more moderately with animal size than nerve conduction delay, but their total contribution exceeds that of the four neural delays. The sum of these six component delays, termed total delay, increases with animal size in proportion to $M^{0.21}$—large mammals experience total delays 17 times longer than small mammals. The slower movement times of large animals mostly offset their long delays resulting in a more modest, but perhaps still significant, doubling of their total delay relative to movement duration when compared with their smaller counterparts. Irrespective of size, sensorimotor delay is likely a challenge for all mammals, particularly during fast running.

1. Introduction

An animal’s life can hinge on how quickly it can sense and respond to stimuli. Responding slowly to a large disturbance, such as when tripped by an unseen rock or ambushed by a predator, risks injury or death. Effective feedback control can allow an animal to sense when it is pushed, chased or otherwise disturbed, and then generate the appropriate motor command to recover, escape or otherwise reject the disturbance. However, long sensorimotor delays limit the effectiveness of using feedback during fast movements—when an animal’s state is changing quickly, a response based on a past state can be inappropriate for its current state [1–5]. Animals can compensate for sensorimotor delays to some extent by relying on mechanical self-stabilization to help compensate for disturbances [3,4,6–10], or using prediction to provide an estimate of their future state [5,11,12]. But if all other factors are equal, an animal with shorter sensorimotor delays can more effectively respond to disturbances and control its movement.

An animal’s size may have a substantial effect on its sensorimotor delays. For example, we previously found that one sensorimotor delay—nerve fibre conduction velocity—remains nearly constant across the full size range of terrestrial mammals, indicating that the time required for a nerve fibre to transmit information increases in direct proportion to the length of the fibre [13]. Larger animals have longer peripheral nerve fibres due to their longer limbs and thus are faced with longer nerve conduction delays. These longer delays are partially offset by the longer movement durations of larger animals—they have more time available to respond to a disturbance during the stance phase of a step, within a stride or before they fall to the ground. But movement durations do not increase as sharply as nerve conduction delay,
changing only with the square root of limb length [14–16]. Consequently, the ratio between nerve conduction delay and movement duration is about 10 times higher in an elephant than in a shrew [13]. The scaling of other sensorimotor delays with animal size has not previously been studied, but if they were all size-independent, our observed scaling of nerve conduction delay would result in total delays that increase strongly with animal size and outpace increases in movement duration. This would place large animals at a significant disadvantage for effective feedback control.

Given the importance of feedback control for movement, the implications of sensorimotor delays for effective feedback control and the potential size dependence of delays, we sought to determine how total sensorimotor delay scales with size in terrestrial mammals. Here, we define total delay as the time elapsed between a stimulus that evokes a stretch reflex and the resulting peak twitch force (we use the terms total delay and total sensorimotor delay interchangeably in this paper). We chose to focus on stretch reflexes because they govern the fastest neural response to peripheral stimuli in terrestrial mammals of all sizes, providing a useful means to benchmark these animals’ minimum sensorimotor delay. Stretch reflexes use the fastest peripheral nerve fibres to conduct information and employ only a single synapse within the spinal cord to transform a sensory signal into a motor command [17]. Although more complex pathways involving multiple spinal synapses and higher-level brain centres also play important roles in responding to disturbances [18,19], they always require more time than that for a simple stretch reflex. The total sensorimotor delay, as we have defined it here, has contributions from six main sources. We refer to these sources as component delays, and term them sensing delay, nerve conduction delay, synaptic delay, neuromuscular junction delay, electromechanical delay and force generation delay (figure 1).

Based on our previous findings for nerve conduction delay, we hypothesized that not only would total delay increase in larger animals in an absolute sense, but that it would also increase when expressed relative to movement duration. This hypothesized scaling is not inevitable, because distinct physiological processes underlie the component delays. Consequently, their contributions to total delay may scale differently than what we previously observed for nerve conduction delay [13], offsetting or adding to its effect. We focused on two characteristic movement durations: stride duration, because it is the maximum time available for the nervous system to make adjustments for the next step [20]; and stance duration, because it is the maximum time available to respond to a disturbance within the same step. To test our hypothesis, we combined our findings from previous studies with existing literature data to determine component delays and their total combined delay as function of animal size. We then calculated changes in stride duration and stance duration as a function of animal size, and compared these to our results for total delay. To better understand the mechanisms underlying component delays, and to test our identified scaling relationships, we examined the behaviour of established biophysical models as we incorporated size-dependent model parameters. Our analysis focused exclusively on terrestrial mammals. Owing to the availability of reliable data that met our inclusion criteria, the sizes of our datasets varied between component delays. While it was as small as three data points in a single species for one component delay, it spanned six orders of magnitude in mass, ranging from shrews to elephants, for another.

2. Material and methods
First, we searched the literature for component delays of the monosynaptic stretch reflex in the medial gastrocnemius, measured in terrestrial mammals across their full range of
masses. We used the resulting data to determine the power law relationship describing the scaling of each component delay with body mass; a phylogenetically independent contrasts analysis indicated that our data were not significantly affected by evolutionary history. Next, we calculated the scaling relationship for total delay by numerically adding predicted component delays for hypothetical animals spanning the range of masses in our systematic review, then fitting a power law to the results. We calculated relative delay by normalizing total delay by stride duration and by stance duration at two equivalent speeds: trot–gallop transition speed, because it is physiologically similar for animals of different sizes [15,16], and maximum sprint speed, because it represents a lower bound on stride and stance duration. Monte Carlo simulations propagated uncertainties in the individual component delay estimates and gait parameter estimates through our entire calculations. Finally, we simulated the size dependence of key mechanisms—neurotransmitter diffusion delay, muscle fibre conduction delay and the dynamics of muscle’s force production—involved in four component delays. Additional details of our methods, and data from our systematic reviews, are given in the electronic supplementary material.

3. Results

We assume that some component delays are constant and found that others increase with animal size (figure 2 and table 1). We did not measure sensing delay, synaptic delay and neuromuscular junction delay here or in our prior experiments, and these three delays were too sparsely reported in the literature to determine whether they changed with size in terrestrial mammals (figure 2a,c,d). We preliminarily considered these three component delays as size-independent (see Discussion). For our calculations of total delay, we set each of these delays equal to its average value from the literature—approximately 0.6 ms for sensing delay, 0.7 ms for synaptic delay and 0.9 ms for neuromuscular junction delay (table 1). By contrast, nerve conduction delay, electromechanical delay and force generation delay increase with animal size (figure 2b,e,f). Of these three increasing delays, nerve conduction delay increased most strongly, in proportion to \(M^{0.30\pm0.04}\), while electromechanical delay and force generation delay increased in proportion to \(M^{0.21\pm0.07}\) and \(M^{0.20\pm0.08}\), respectively (table 1; all exponents are shown as their mean \pm 95% confidence interval). The scaling exponent for nerve conduction delay was significantly larger than the exponent for force generation delay but not for electromechanical delay (\(p = 0.02\) and \(p = 0.10\), respectively; multiple comparison test with Tukey’s honestly significant difference criterion), while the exponents for electromechanical delay and force generation delay were not significantly different from each other (\(p = 0.91\)). As a consequence of its relatively strong dependence on size, nerve conduction delay was one of the shortest component delays in small animals, at about 1 ms, but in large animals it became one of the longest, at about 70 ms. Force generation delay was the longest component delay in animals of all sizes and measured about four times as long as electromechanical delay—in a 5 g shrew, electromechanical delay and force generation delay are approximately 1 ms and 6 ms, respectively, whereas in a 5000 kg elephant they are approximately 25 ms and 95 ms, respectively (table 1).

Owing to the size dependence of some component delays, total delay increases with animal size (figure 3 and table 1). This increase is in proportion to \(M^{0.21\pm0.06}\), giving a shrew a total delay of just 10 ms while an elephant has a total delay of about 180 ms. As animal size increases, nerve conduction delay makes up a larger fraction of total delay, while the contributions of the constant component delays (sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delay) decrease (figure 4). For terrestrial mammals of all sizes, the combined contributions of electromechanical delay and force generation delay to total delay remain approximately constant (figure 4). Most of total delay is due to delays within the muscle, rather than within the nervous system—muscle delay, calculated as the sum of electromechanical and force generation delay, comprised approximately 70% of total delay across all animals, with neural delays responsible for the remainder.

Relative delay is nearly constant across animal size. To calculate relative delay, we normalized total delay by stride duration and by stance duration at two different speeds: trot–gallop transition speed and maximum sprint speed.

**Figure 2.** Component delay scaling relationships. Each plot shows one scaling relationship from table 1 (coloured lines and coloured text). Dashed lines in (a), (c) and (d) are averages of all data points (filled circles); solid lines in (b), (e) and (f) are regressions of species averages (open circles). Shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals for mean delay at a given mass. All plots have the same axis units.

\[
(a) \text{sensing delay, } 0.6M^{0.21} \\
(b) \text{nerve conduction delay, } 5.3M^{0.30} \\
(c) \text{synaptic delay, } 0.7M^{0.20} \\
(d) \text{neuromuscular junction delay, } 0.9M^{0.20} \\
(e) \text{electromechanical delay, } 4.3M^{0.21} \\
(f) \text{force generation delay, } 17.6M^{0.20}
\]
Table 1. Delay scaling relationships and statistics. The magnitude in milliseconds of each delay is given by \(a M^b\), where \(a\) is the coefficient, \(b\) is the exponent and \(M\) is animal mass in kilograms. Sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays have exponents equal to zero, and no regression statistics, because they were determined by averaging all data points for each delay. 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for mean sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays are given as \(\pm /\pm\) intervals, because they were calculated using a standard formula based on the standard deviations of data points (electronic supplementary material). CIs for the coefficients of nerve conduction, electromechanical and force generation delays are given as \(\times /\pm\) intervals, because they were determined by transforming CIs for regression intercepts calculated from logarithmically transformed data. Total delay and relative delays have no regression statistics, because they were calculated from scaling relationships rather than from data points; 95% CIs for their coefficients and exponents were determined using Monte Carlo simulations (electronic supplementary material).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>delay</th>
<th>coefficient (a)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>exponent (b)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p-values</th>
<th>(R^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sensing</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>(\pm /\pm) 0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nerve conduction</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.2</td>
<td>0.30 (\pm /\pm) 0.04</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>synaptic</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>(\pm /\pm) 0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neuromuscular junction</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>(\pm /\pm) 0.4</td>
<td>0.21 (\pm /\pm) 0.07</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electromechanical</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.20 (\pm /\pm) 0.08</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>force generation</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.4</td>
<td>0.21 (\pm /\pm) 0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.21 (\pm /\pm) 0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total relative to stride duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at trot–gallop transition</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.07 (\pm /\pm) 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at maximum sprint</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.04 (\pm /\pm) 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total relative to stance duration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at trot–gallop transition</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.07 (\pm /\pm) 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at maximum sprint</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>(\times /\pm) 1.3</td>
<td>0.07 (\pm /\pm) 0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All four of these movement duration measures increase proportional to approximately \(M^{0.14}\). Total delay increases with size in proportion to \(M^{0.21}\), comprising nearly constant fractions of stride and stance duration and resulting in a weak dependence of relative delay on animal size (approx. \(M^{0.07\pm 0.05}\) for all speeds and durations; figure 3b and table 1). Consequently, relative delays only double in large animals when compared to their smaller counterparts. In a 5 g shrew, for example, total delay would comprise approximately 25% of stance duration at the trot–gallop transition speed, whereas in a 5000 kg elephant it would require approximately 60%. While the duration of relative delay may be more problematic for large animals, sensing and responding to a stimulus requires a substantial fraction of movement duration in animals of all sizes. This is especially the case at fast speeds, where the minimum sensorimotor delay between stimulus and response consumes most of the time that a foot spends in contact with the ground (figure 3b, black dashed line).

4. Discussion

Remarkably, and in contradiction to our hypothesis, increases in total delay with increases in animal size are mostly offset by the longer movement durations of larger animals. Thus, despite a 1-million-fold range in mass, a 100-fold change in leg length and a more than 15-fold difference in absolute delay, relative delays in the largest terrestrial mammals are only double the duration of those in the smallest. Nerve conduction delay increases most sharply with size, but does not result in exceptionally long relative delays for large animals because it is balanced by sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays, which we have assumed do not depend on size. The sum of these four component delays increases with mass less sharply than nerve conduction delay alone and with approximately the same exponent as electromechanical delay and force generation delay. As a consequence, the sum of all six component delays increases with about the same exponent as stance duration, and other measures of movement duration such as stride period and the time it takes to fall to the ground (figure 3) [14–16].

(a) Sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays

The durations of component delays, and how these durations scale with size, depend on their underlying physiological processes. Synaptic delay and neuromuscular junction delay are governed by fast biophysical processes that begin with the release of neurotransmitter molecules from the presynaptic neuron, which then diffuse across a narrow gap to the postsynaptic cell and bind to receptors, changing the conductance of the postsynaptic membrane and eventually generating an action potential in the postsynaptic cell [21–23]. For these delays to change substantially with animal size requires changes to the speed of neurotransmitter release from the presynaptic cell, the distance between cells or the function of ion channels in the postsynaptic cell. Our data for synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays were too sparse to determine their scaling relationships, but major size-dependent changes seem unlikely given that presynaptic and postsynaptic
First, we based our estimates of these component delays in particular for animals rat-sized and larger, for two reasons. To substantially affect our conclusions regarding total delay, expanding the datasets for these three delays is unlikely given that the structures of several types of mechanoreceptors remain relatively constant across a wide size range of animals [13,24–26]. It is not known how the distance between cells scales with animal size, but simulations conservatively assuming that it scales proportional to $M^{1/3}$ predict negligible increases to neurotransmitter diffusion times (electronic supplementary material). Sensing delay shares some of the same fast biophysical processes as synaptic delay—a physical stimulus changes the conductance of the receptor membrane to specific ions, allowing ions to flow across the membrane and generate an action potential in the sensory nerve fibre [27]. Sensing delay has only been measured in a single species, indicating that it is short but preventing us from estimating a scaling relationship from literature values. However, a strong dependence on size seems unlikely given that the structures of several types of mechanoreceptors are size-independent [28,29]. Combining our findings with insights based on the underlying biophysical mechanisms suggests that sensing, synaptic and neuromuscular junction delays are relatively short for most animals. We suspect that expanding the datasets for these three delays is unlikely to substantially affect our conclusions regarding total delay, particularly for animals rat-sized and larger, for two reasons. First, we based our estimates of these component delays in part on measurements from animals with masses similar to rats. Second, even if these delays increase with animal size, the likelihood that they remain relatively short means that they will contribute only slightly to total delay in large animals (figure 4).

(b) Nerve conduction delay

Unlike synaptic delay, nerve conduction delay increases rapidly with animal size. To conduct information along a nerve fibre, an electrical current flows quickly down the fibre in areas insulated by myelin, slowing only periodically at gaps in the myelin to regenerate itself by triggering action potentials [30]. We previously found that the conduction velocity of nerve fibres is relatively constant regardless of animal size [13], making nerve conduction delay almost entirely dependent on conduction distance. In the case of the hindlimb stretch reflex, increases in animal size lead to longer legs, which increases conduction distance and thereby lengthens nerve conduction delay. Synaptic delay appears to lack this strong size dependence, and consequently the delays associated with nerve conduction in an elephant are equivalent to the time required to cross almost 100 synapses. By contrast, it takes about the same time for a signal to cross one shrew synapse as it does for the signal to travel from a shrew’s ankle extensor muscle to its spinal cord. The time required for more complex pathways involved in thinking, approximated by synaptic delay, is therefore relatively short for large animals and relatively long for small animals.

(c) Electromechanical delay

Electromechanical delay increases with size, but less steeply than nerve conduction delay. For a muscle to initiate force generation after a signal crosses the neuromuscular junction, action potentials must be propagated along muscle fibre membranes until they reach and stimulate specialized regions of the membrane that are coupled to calcium-containing structures inside the muscle fibre; upon stimulation, these structures release calcium ions which then quickly diffuse throughout the cytoplasm, activating contractile proteins within the muscle fibre [31,32]. The speed of propagation in muscle fibres, like unmyelinated nerve fibres, depends on the square root of their diameter [33,34]. Muscle fibres have...
nearly constant diameters and hence conduction velocities, regardless of animal size [35]. But their length, and hence conduction distance, is longer in larger animals [36]. Simulations combining scaling relationships for these properties predict that muscle fibre conduction delay increases in proportion to $M^{0.21}$ (electronic supplementary material). This exponent is similar to that of our electromechanical delay power law, indicating that our identified scaling relationship is consistent with established biophysical mechanisms while helping to explain why electromechanical delay increases with body size. While the mechanisms underlying the scaling of electromechanical and nerve conduction delay are similar, electromechanical delay increases less steeply with size because muscle fibre lengths increase less steeply with size than nerve fibre lengths [13,36]. This analysis is suggestive rather than complete, because factors such as calcium release also contribute to electromechanical delay and their scaling is difficult to predict without improving our understanding of the scaling of their underlying processes.

(d) Force generation delay
For all terrestrial mammals in our study, regardless of size, total delay comprises the largest component delay for all terrestrial mammals. To generate force, activated contractile proteins within muscle fibres repeatedly change shape and slide past each other, shortening the muscle [32]. Our identified scaling relationship for force generation delay is consistent with our simulations of the time to peak tetanic force, which increased in proportion to $M^{0.24}$ (electronic supplementary material), even though these two analyses used different sources of data and relied on different assumptions. Our simulations, which parametrized Hill-type muscle models with established scaling relationships for muscles and tendons, indicate that the scaling relationship for force generation delay is due partly to muscles in larger animals being relatively shorter and stronger than those in smaller animals, while the relative length and stiffness of tendon are size-independent [36]. Muscles in large animals must therefore shorten by a greater fraction of their lengths before their maximum force is balanced by the force in the tendons. Maximum muscle shortening velocity also decreases with increasing animal size [35], further increasing the time required to reach maximum force and fully stretch the tendon. Thus, larger animals appear to suffer longer force generation delays because stretching their elastic tissue requires their muscle to shorten by relatively longer distances at relatively slower speeds [37].

(e) Component delay trade-offs
Given the importance of rapid feedback control, why are component delays not shorter? One possible explanation is that there are detrimental effects to decreasing latency. Consider, for example, decreases to nerve conduction delays by increasing nerve fibre conduction velocity. For a nerve fibre with a given diameter, its conduction velocity is determined by its internodal distance and the ratio of axon diameter to myelin thickness [34]. Speed gains are not possible through further refinement of these parameters, because their current values already achieve the fastest conduction velocities [34]. Conduction velocity can, however, be increased by enlarging nerve fibre diameter [34], but only with an energetic penalty as indicated by the greater number of mitochondria in larger nerve fibres [38]. Furthermore, fewer nerve fibres could be contained in a nerve of a given size, which would decrease the number of innervated sensory receptors and motor units and, consequently, the precision at which an animal could sense and respond to stimuli [13]. While peripheral nerve area does increase with animal size, it cannot increase enough to maintain both nerve conduction delay and nerve fibre number [13]. Similar trade-offs exist in muscles—electromechanical and force generation delay could be shortened by shifting towards faster motor units or faster cross-bridge dynamics, but only with associated penalties of increased fatigability, higher energetic cost or weaker muscles [39,40].

(f) Total delay
Our measure of minimum sensorimotor delay is based on several simplifications and assumptions. While we investigated the simple monosynaptic stretch reflex, animals respond to stimuli during most behaviours using more sophisticated control mechanisms [18,19]. The actual delay that an animal experiences likely also depends on the disturbance, and neurally mediated responses may be considerably longer if the animal’s response is generated via feedback pathways with slower nerve fibres and multiple synapses. The stretch reflex is nevertheless relevant for our purpose because its duration approximates the minimum neural delay between an unpredictable disturbance and an animal’s controlled response. We have also assumed that the end of total delay is well defined by the production of peak twitch force during isometric contraction. This assumption may overestimate total delay if useful forces are generated prior to the peak twitch force, when the muscle is still at submaximal levels, or if an already active muscle modulates its force in a shorter time. Indeed, muscle that is being stretched, such as during a stretch reflex, generates force more rapidly than isometric muscle [41]. Alternatively, this assumption may underestimate total delay if useful forces require the summation of multiple twitch forces or the recruitment of slower motor units with their correspondingly slower force generation dynamics [39,42]. Here, we chose to use peak twitch force to define the conclusion of total delay for three reasons: it represents a compromise between mechanisms that may shorten or lengthen force generation delay, it is correlated with other possible definitions of force generation delay such as time to tetanus [39], and it is commonly measured and therefore facilitates comparisons across different species. Of all the component delays, we suspect that the scaling relationship for force generation delay is most sensitive to our underlying assumptions, and thus should be treated with the least confidence. Because it also appears to be the largest contributor to total sensorimotor delay, we suggest that further studies aim to understand how force generation delay depends on muscle activation level, muscle and tendon dynamics, and animal size.

For all terrestrial mammals in our study, regardless of size, total delay comprises a substantial fraction of movement duration. While these fractions are relatively smaller for smaller animals, and for all animals moving at slower speeds, they are nevertheless likely to remain a challenge for effective feedback control [10]. For example, the smallest mammal—a shrew—requires almost half of its stance duration to sense
and respond to a disturbance when sprinting. Because relative delay approximately doubles over the size range of terrestrial mammals, delays become even more of a challenge for larger animals. Indeed, for animals that weigh about 200 kg, like large deer, total delay approaches the duration of the entire stance phase when moving quickly (figure 3b). If these animals were to step into a hole while sprinting, they would not be able to use the same leg to generate a corrective response. Instead, they would have to rely either on passive mechanical stabilization [4,6–10] or on control strategies that coordinate the other legs to generate corrective responses during subsequent ground contact phases. Such intermittent control appears to be possible for all animal sizes at all speeds—even in large sprinting animals, stride duration is about fourfold longer than the total sensorimotor delay (figure 3b). However, waiting to respond to a disturbance is not without drawbacks, the most notable of which is that a large perturbation could cause an animal to fall before the next stride even begins. Elephants and other very large animals do not run as fast as predicted from trends in smaller animals. But even at the slower maximum speeds that they actually use, total delay still requires about half of the time that their foot is on the ground [43]. That is, a trotting elephant experiences similar relative delays as a galloping shrew. Importantly, biomechanically meaningful responses are further delayed by inertia—an appropriate response to a disturbance may require an animal to not only generate muscle force, but to use that force to redirect its motion, or to move a limb to a new position. While it is unknown how inertial delays scale with animal size, they certainly add to the total sensorimotor delay that we have estimated here, lengthening minimum response times for all animals.

Given the importance of feedback for controlling movement, and the importance of time delays for effective feedback, how do animals cope with their long total delays? We suspect that there is no single answer, but a suite of strategies employed by animals to help mitigate the effects of sensorimotor delays. One such strategy is to reduce the maximum speed of locomotion below that predicted based on the scaling of movement duration—simply moving more slowly provides more time to respond to disturbances. Large terrestrial mammals appear to benefit from this strategy—elephants, for example, move almost 90% slower at their top speed than predicted based on smaller animals [44]. This is not to say that sensorimotor delays are the only limit to maximum speed. Indeed, other physiological limits, including muscle strength and bone stress, have been convincingly demonstrated [45,46]—perhaps we can now count sensorimotor delays among them. A second strategy is to use innate biomechanics to rapidly reject disturbances, thereby relying less on the relatively slow neural control of muscles. For example, animals stabilize their motion using the passive dynamics of their moving body [3,47], the geometry of their legs [48] and the intrinsic properties of muscle [4,6–8,10]. A third strategy for coping with long sensorimotor delays is to use neural prediction rather than feedback. The human nervous system, and perhaps that of other animals, compensates for delays using an internal model of the body’s dynamics that takes delayed and incomplete sensory information and predicts the best future motor response [5,11,12]. This may only be a useful strategy for comparatively large animals, in which the synaptic delays associated with neural computation are short relative to movement durations [20]. When viewed through the lens of feedback control, many fundamental characteristics of animal physiology appear as solutions for the detrimental effects of sensorimotor delays.
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